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B R E AT H A B L E  3 D - C O M F O R T 
FFP2 FACE F ILTRATION MASK

Single use disposable face filtration masks designed for a comfortable fit 
with a 3D construction consisting of four individual layers that give FFP2 
grade protection. 

Comes with adjustable nose guard and twin elastic headbands that allow a custom sealed 
fit to wear for extended periods of time easily. CE mark, conforms to EN149:2001 and 
A1:2009 standards to ensure filtration of a minimum of 94% of airborne dust, smoke and 
aerosol particles.
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PROFESSIONAL DESIGN: 
Disposable masks made with a 4-ply 3D structure for excellent protection, fit and comfort. Provides a 
respirable, sealed protective barrier from harmful particles. 

MULTI-PURPOSE: 
FFP2 protection grade filters a minimum 94% of airborne dust, smoke and aerosol particles. Ideal for 
sanding, plastering, masonry, metalworking, waste sorting and against allergens, pollen, house dust or 
pet hair.

HIGH-GRADE PROTECTION: 
Conforms to standards: FFP2, EN149:2001, A1:2009 

ONE SIZE FITS ALL: 
Adjustable nose clip for a tight seal, perfect to help prevent ingress and leakage. Twin elastic headbands are 
adjustable to suit individual fitting requirements. 
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HOW TO PUT ON THE MASK Apply to clean, dry skin

Open mask and shape the nose clip with your fingers

Place mask in your hands with headbands hanging down

First place over chin, then pull over your nose

Position bottom headband behind neck and upper headband above your ears

Now adjust the nose clip and headbands with your fingers

Check for a sealed fit. If air escapes during ventilation, re-adjust mask
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IMPORTANT:
- Single use only - masks cannot be cleaned or used again.
- Masks are in direct contact with the mouth.
- Masks cannot be returned to packaging safely once opened.
- Please dispose of masks in appropriate medical waste receptacles.
- Do not use while sleeping, if you have difficulty breathing unaided or in unclean air.

Penn Elcom Face Mask

Part Code: MAPEW33
One Size
Available in packs of 5 or 
boxes of 20


